
 

 

   

   MACHINE DESCRIPTION 

  

 

 

 

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 

Pneumatic locking  Standard locking 

  



 

 

3 4 

Display 

 17” monitor 

Conventional control panel 

 

 

 

5 6 

Distance/Diameter gauge unit 

Automatic measurements by means of 

potentiometers 

LA sonar 

Automatic width measurement 

 

 

7 8 

Optional EMS 

Runout measurement with sonar 

Spindle unit and measurement 

Type VDD positioned horizontally 

 
 

  



 

 

9 10 

Vibration measurement 

Static and dynamic piezo sensors 

Angular position measurement  

and unbalance processing 

64-division magnetic encoder 

 

 

11 12 

Part release 

Cylinder unit for thrust on gas springs 

Part release 

Pressure with gas springs in traction 

 

 

13 14 

Electric plate 

Power board/Relay board/Transformer/Motor 

capacitor 

Electric plate 

Computer board/Spotter control board 

  

  



 

 

15 16 

Spotter unit with LED light Tyre locking 

Mechanical control with pneumatic valves 

  

17  

Protection microswitch 

type non-magnetic contact 

 

 

 

 



   TEST SEQUENCE AND COMPLETE TESTING 

  

 

 

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

 

1 

2 

Check proper assembly and terminal cleanliness 

(Sheet 40) 

2 

4 

Execute Novram initialisation 

(Sheet 1) 

3 

4 

Execute all the tests described in self-diagnostics 

(Sheet 9) 

4 

4 

Execute distance gauge calibration 

(Sheet 3) 

5 

4 

Execute diameter gauge calibration 

(Sheet 2) 

6 

4 

Execute width gauge calibration 

(Sheet 4) 

7 

4 

Execute spindle reset 

(Sheet 7) 

8 

4 

Execute wheel balancer calibration 

(Sheet 6) 

9 

4 

Execute spotter calibration 

(Sheet 5) 

10 

4 

Execute the wheel balancer functional and precision test 

(Sheet 37) 

 



   SHEET 001 

   COMPUTER BOARD INITIALIZATION 

 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Turn on the machine at the same time holding down 

[MENU’] 

Select if standard or pneumatic spindle lock with the 

buttons [4] or [5]; confirm with [ENTER]   

  

3 4 

Select to ON or OFF the personalized screen saver 

with the buttons [4] or [5]; confirm with [ENTER]   

If selected OFF the Hoffman screensaver  

will appear 

  

5 6 

If selected ON the Haweka screensaver  

will appear 

Continue with Novram initialisation 

Press [ENTER] to confirm 

 
 



7 8 

Wait for a few seconds Initialization complete 

  

9 

Recalibrate the wheel balancing machine 

 

 



   SHEET 002 

   DIAMETER POTENTIOMETER CALIBRATION 
 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 

Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

3 4 

Press [1] Select [2] Diameter 

  

5 6 

Rest the gauge pointer on the spindle sleeve (as 

shown in the figure) 

Press [ENTER] 

  



7 8 

Turn the gauge downward positioning the gauge 

pointer in contact with the spindle sleeve  

(on the opposite side) 

Press [ENTER] 

  

9  

Calibration done  

 

 

 



   SHEET 003 

   DISTANCE GAUGE CALIBRATION 
 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 
Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

3 4 

From the calibration screen press [1] Select [1] Distance 

  

5 6 

Return the gauge to rest position Press [ENTER] 

  



7 8 

Bring the gauge in line with the adapter flange Press [ENTER] 

  

9  

Calibration done  

 

 

 



   SHEET 004 

   WIDTH SONAR CALIBRATION 
 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 
Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

3 4 

Select [3] Width With the gauge in rest position, measure the 

distance from the 0 of the distance gauge to the 0 of 

the width sonar 

  

  

5 6 

Enter the distance measured and press  [ENTER]  

to confirm 

Calibration done. 

 

 

 

"If after calibration the control detects a 

measurement error of more than ½”, repeat 

calibration changing the distance value (tolerance ± 

20 mm with respect to the value measured with a 

rule) until obtaining a correct width value" 

 



   SHEET 005 

   SPOTTER CALIBRATION 

 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 
Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

3 4 

Press [1] Sensors Select [4] Spotter 

  

5 

Use a commercial alloy wheel and apply two adhesive weights inside the rim at the largest possible distance 

(minimum 40 mm) 

  



6 

Position the gauge roller on the edge of the first adhesive weight (inside) and press [ENTER] 

  

7 

Position the gauge roller on the edge of the second adhesive weight (outside) and press [ENTER] 

  

8 

Use the arrows to position the laser at the beginning of the first adhesive weight and press [ENTER] 

  

9 

Use the arrows to position the laser at the beginning of the second adhesive weight and press [ENTER] 

  



10 

Brightness = 30 valore di default  

Use the up / down arrows to adjust the brightness; exceeding the limit of 30,  

it is displayed an alarm icon that indicates a possible risk for the view 

 

 

 

 

 

Calibration done 

 



   SHEET 006 

   WHEEL BALANCER CALIBRATION  

 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Mount an average sized wheel (14”/15”/16”) with a 

steel rim on the shaft.  

Measure the exact dimensions of the wheel 

mounted (distance/diameter/width) and, if necessary, 

correct manually 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 

  

3 4 

Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] Select [2] Machine self-calibration 

  

5 6 

Perform a first spin also with an unbalanced wheel Add a sample weight of 60 g on the outside in any 

position 

  



6bis 7 

Add a sample weight of 60 g on the outside in any 

position. 

Shift the sample weight from the outside to the inside 

keeping the same position 

  

7bis 8 

Shift the sample weight from the outside to the inside 

keeping the same position 

Turn the wheel until the sample weight is at the top 

(12 o'clock) 

  

8bis 9 

Turn the wheel until the sample weight is at the top 

(12 o'clock) 

 

Confirm with [ENTER]  

Wheel balancer calibration complete 

 

 

 

 



   SHEET 007 

   SPINDLE UNBALANCE RESET 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 

Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

3 4 

Press [2] Machine self-calibration         Select [5] Spindle unbalance reset 

  

5 6 

Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] Perform a spin with bare shaft 

  



7 8 

Perform a spin with bare shaft Spindle unbalance reset complete; proceed with 

machine self-calibration 

  

9 10 

Reselect  [5] to cancel or view the unbalance  

and phase values 

Press [4] to cancel; press [5] to view the correction 

  

11 

Example correction values spindle unbalance reset: 

- 2.5 g inside position 291° 

- 1.0 g outside position 58° 

 

 



   SHEET 008 

   ERRORS NOTIFICATION 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

ERROR PROBLEM POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Black The wheel balancer does 

not switch on 

 Make the electrical checks (sheet 12) 

 Verify monitor function 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 1 No rotation signal  Use the self-diagnostics function to check the 

       encoder (sheet 9) 

 Replace the phase pick-up board 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 2 Speed too low during 

detection 

During the unbalance 

measurement revolutions, 

the wheel speed has fallen 

to below 42 rpm 

 Make sure that a vehicle wheel is mounted on the wheel 

      balancer 

 Use the self-diagnostics function to check the encoder 

     (sheet 9) 

 Disconnect the piezo connectors from the board and 

     do a spin (if no error is detected, replace the piezo 

     sensors) 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 3 Unbalance too high  Verify wheel dimension settings (sheet 37) 

 Check detection unit connections 

 Perform machine calibration (sheet 6) 

 Mount a wheel with more or less known unbalance 

      (less than 100 grammes) and verify the response of 

       the machine 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 4 Rotation in opposite 

direction 

 Use the self-diagnostics function to check the encoder 

      (sheet 9) 

 Check the bearing/spring of the phase generator 

 

Err. 5 Guard open 

 

 Reset the error by pressing pushbutton HOME 

 Verify the function of the protection Switch (sheet 9) 

 Close the guard 

Err. 7/  

Err. 8/ 

Err. 10 

NOVRAM parameter read 

error 

 Repeat machine calibration (sheet 6) 

 Shut down the machine 

 Wait for a minimum time of ~ 1 min 

 Re-start the machine and verify correct operation 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 9 NOVRAM parameter write 

error 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 11 Speed too high error 

During unbalance 

measurement rotation, 

wheel speed is more than 

270 rpm 

 Use the self-diagnostics function to check the 

       encoder (sheet 9) 

 Replace the computer board 

Err.14/ Unbalance measurement  Use the self-diagnostics function to check the encoder 



Err.15/ 

Err.16/ 

Err.17/ 

Err.18/ 

Err.19 

error      (sheet 9) 

 Check detection unit connections 

 Verify machine earth/ground connection 

 Mount a wheel with more or less known unbalance 

       (less than 100 grammes) and verify the response of 

        the machine 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 22 Maximum number of spins 

possible for 

the unbalance 

measurement has been 

exceeded 

 Check that a vehicle wheel has been mounted on the 

       wheel balancer 

 Use the self-diagnostics function to check the 

       encoder (sheet 9) 

 Replace the computer board 

Err. 30 Clock error  Replace the computer board 

Err.40/ 

Err.41/ 

Err.42/ 

Err.43 

Eccentricity graph plotting 

procedure error 

 Perform a new eccentricity measurement 

Err.45/ 

Err.46/ 

Err.47/ 

Err.48 

Eccentricity graph value 

display readout error 

 Perform a new eccentricity measurement 

 

Err.50/ 

Err.51/ 

Err.52/ 

Err.53 

Eccentricity graph current 

value cursor plotting 

procedure error 

 Perform a new eccentricity measurement 

Err.54 Sonar readout error 

Sonar value readout 

impossible 

 Position the eccentricity measurement sonar correctly 

       before performing the measurement 

 Check eccentricity sonar connections 

 Check the power supplies on the power board 

 Replace the eccentricity measurement sonar 

 Make sure that the wheel does not halt before 

       completing at least 4/5 revolutions after the first 

       braking impulse 

 Replace the computer board 

Err.55 Sonar readout error 

Sonar values are 

insufficient for correct 

measurement of 

eccentricity 

 Position the eccentricity measurement sonar correctly 

       before performing the measurement 

 Make sure that the wheel does not halt before 

       completing at least 4/5 revolutions after the first 

       braking impulse 

 Mount a wheel of medium dimensions (14”x5 ¾”) 

       and perform an eccentricity measurement. If in these 

       conditions error 55 no longer occurs, this means that 

       the wheel inertia causing the problem is such as to 

       half the wheel before having acquired the minimum 

       number of values necessary for reliable eccentricity 

       measurement  

Err. 65 Printer timeout  Check that a printer is present 

 Check the code of the processor card 

 Check the printer <-> processor card connection 

 Run the printer test function 

Err. 66 Printer buffer error  Reset the printer 

 Repeat the print function 

Err. 80 Spotter operating error  Check spotter connection (sheet 20) 

 Replace the spotter (sheet 21) 



Err. 81 Spotter control 

microswitch operating 

error 

 Check the mechanical opening/closing control of the 

       microswitch inside the spotter 

 Turn the machine off and on again and check that the 

       spotter correctly positions on zero 

 Perform spotter functioning test (sheet 20) 

 Replace the spotter (sheet 21) 

Err. 82/ 

Err. 83 

Spotter motor operating 

error   

 Check spotter connection 

 Check the mechanical opening/closing control of the 

      microswitch inside the spotter  

 Check that there are no mechanical obstacles to the 

      Spotter device movement 

 Perform spotter functioning test (sheet 20) 

 Replace the spotter (sheet 21) 

Err. 96 Spotter device calibration 

error 

 Repeat the Spotter device calibration by following the 

     instructions (sheet 5) 

Err. 97 Error in number of steps 

calculated for  

spotter movement 

 Repeat automatic measurement of the distance and 

      diameter 

 Calibrate the spotter (sheet 5) 

 Calibrate the distance gauge (sheet 3) 

 Calibrate the diameter gauge (sheet 2) 

 Check mechanical fitting of the spotter 

Err. 98 Dimensions error  Repeat the automatic measurement of the dimensions 

 Calibrate the diameter gauge (sheet 2) 

Err. 99 Spotter home function 

timeout error 

 Repeat automatic measurement of the distance and 

      diameter moving the gauge slowly (sheet 2/sheet 3) 

 Check spotter connection (sheet 20) 

 Replace the spotter (sheet 21) 

Err.100/ 

Err.108 

Spotter using error  Repeat automatic measurement of the distance and 

      diameter moving the gauge slowly 

Unbalance incorrect 

with back centring 

cones 

Wheel slipping on the 

adapter because the BP 

system is at the end of 

travel or because of 

incorrect fitting of the tyre 

tie-rod 

 Mount the wheel in vertical position and push the 

      sleeve up against the wheel. If necessary, repeat  

      locking/unlocking/locking and perform the procedure 

      again  

 



   SHEET 009 

    SELF-DIAGNOSTICS 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the main screen, press [MENU] 

and then [7] Special functions 

Select [2] Self-diagnostics 

  

3 4 

Self-diagnostics screen Software version 

  

5 

6 

Encoder test 

Pos. = the current position of the wheel with a number between 0 and 255. Turning the wheel in the direction of 

rotation, the word UP is displayed and the number must increase. Turning it in the opposite direction the word 

DOWN is displayed and the number must decrease.  

In one complete wheel rotation the number 0 must appear only once. 

Encoder Replacement (Sheet 14 - Standard version and Sheet 15 - BP version) 

 

 



6 

6 

Distance gauge potentiometer calibration test 

Gauge in rest position - Dist: between 1000 and 2000 

  

7 

6 

Distance potentiometer limit switch test - Dist: within 65000 

Distance potentiometer calibration (Sheet 16) 

  

8 

6 

Diameter gauge potentiometer calibration test 

Gauge resting on the shaft sleeve - Diam: between 1000 and 2000 

  

9 

6 

Diameter potentiometer limit switch test 

Gauge resting on the lower part of the shaft sleeve - Diam: within 65000 

Diameter potentiometer calibration (Sheet 17) 

  



10 

6 
Protection microswitch functional test 

With guard open - P uS = OFF 

With guard closed - P uS = ON  

Protection microswitch test and replacement (Sheet 24) 

  

11 

6 

Width sonar functional test 

With guard open - Sonar1 = 65500 (full scale) 

  

12 

6 

Width sonar functional test 

With guard lowered when the sonar reads the wheel - 

 Sonar1 = the value 65500 must decrease in relation to the wheel distance 

  

  



13 14 

Sonar2 relating to eccentricity measurement 

When the functional test is available, it is the same as 

for the width sonar 

Piezo sensor output test 

With bare shaft approximately: 

Ril I= 32500 Ril E= 32500 

  

15 16 

Output test [5]  Output test screen 

  

17 

6 

Select [1] Wheel locking - the magnetic brake on the motor must engage  

Magnetic brake replacement and adjustment (Sheet 35) 

 

 

 



18 

6 

Select [3] Rim interior light - check that the LED light comes on 

  

19 

6 

Select [5] - Spotter test 

 

20 

6 

Apply an adhesive weight at any point inside the rim 

Position the gauge feeler pin at the beginning of the weight as shown in the photo 

Press [ENTER] 

  

21 22 

Move the feeler pin into rest position The light point must coincide with the point measured 

by the feeler pin   

  

Spotter and board replacement (Sheet 21) 



23 24 

Select the reserved menu [4] Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

25 26 

The automatic spin test is available Select the number of spins and the waiting time 

between one spin and the next using the arrows 

  

27 

6 

Spin test results: 

Min = minimum unbalance value measured 

Max = maximum unbalance value measured 

Var = maximum variation measured 

Tolerance: maximum 3g on at least 20 spins 

A possible cause of excessive oscillation is the belt, therefore continue with: 

 Belt tension adjustment (Sheet 22) 

 Belt replacement (Sheet 23) 

 

 



   SHEET 010 

   WEIGHT TRAY REMOVAL 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the 3 screws indicated Remove the side screw indicated 

  

3 4 

                       Remove the panel Disconnect the pushbutton strip 

  

5 6 

Turn the gauge downward Tilt and slide off the weight tray being careful not to 

damage the gauge unit 

  



7 

6 

Remove the weight tray 

  

Gently extract the cables 

 

 



   SHEET 011 

   ELECTRIC PLATE COMPONENTS 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the weight tray (see Sheet 010) Electric/electronic plate 

To access the components, remove the screws 

indicated 

  

3 4 

Remove the plate Rest the plate with the slots on the edges of the base 

 

  

5 6 

Power board side Computer board side 

  



7 8 

Power board Relay board 

  

9 10 

Circuit board power supply transformer Motor capacitor 

  

11 12 

Computer board Spotter control board 

  

13 14 

Power board 

LA Sonar-EMS-Spotter power supply connection 

Power board 

Line and Motor 

 
 

EMS LA Spotter 

Motor Line 



15 16 

Power board 

Transformer connector 

Power board 

Relay power supply connector 

  

17 18 

Power board 

Distance/Diameter potentiometer connectors 

Power board 

Computer Pw/Protection micro connector 

  

19 20 

Relay board Computer board 

Monitor connection 

  

  

Power 

relay 

Transformer 

Comp. Pw 
Prot. micro 



21 22 

Computer board 

Encoder connector 

Computer board 

Serial output-Spotter control board connector 

  

23 24 

Computer board 

Relay control connector 

Computer board 

Computer Pw connector 

 
 

25 26 

Computer board 

Piezo sensor connector 

Computer board 

Pushbutton strip connector 

  

  



27 28 

Spotter control board 

Serial output connector 

Spotter control board 

Spotter power supply connector 

  

29 

6 

Spotter control board 

 

 

Serial Spotter Pw 

Spotter 

motor 

Laser  
Spotter 

micro 



   SHEET 012 

   ELECTRICAL TESTS 

  

    Model:M820-M820P (B) 

1 

2 

Between the brown and blue wires: 230 VAC (line) 

  
2 

4 

Between the brown and blue wires: 230 VAC (line) 

  
3 4 

Check the Sonar power supply fuses Check the circuit board power supply fuses 

  



5 

2 

Between the green wires: 22 VAC 

  
6 

2 

Between the red wires: 10 VAC 

  
7 

2 

Between the white and grey wires: 16 VAC 

  
8 

2 

Between the white and grey wires: 16 VAC 

  



9 

2 

Between the brown and blue wires: 30 VDC 

Relay board power supply 

  
 



   SHEET 013 

   ENCODER COUNT TEST 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 

2 

     Encoder check 

Available in Machine self-test (follow the instructions to the access by data sheet) 

Pos.= the current position of the wheel with a 

number between 0 and 255 is indicated. Turning the 

wheel in the direction of rotation, the word UP is 

displayed and the number must increase. Turning it 

in the opposite direction the word DOWN is displayed 

and the number must decrease. In one complete 

wheel rotation the number 0 must appear only once. 

 
 



   SHEET 014 

   ENCODER REPLACEMENT (STANDARD VERSION) 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the weight tray (see the relative instructions) Disconnect the flat cable 

  

3 4 

Detach the anti-rotation spring Remove the encoder by undoing the hexagonal-head 

screw 

  
5 

6 

To refit the encoder, operate in reverse order 

 
 



   SHEET 015 

   ENCODER REPLACEMENT (PNEUMATIC VERSION) 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the weight tray (see the relative instructions) Fit the SE spacer complete with collar on the terminal 

 

 
3 4 

Close the spindle (the encoder can be seen through 

the plate window) 

Detach the anti-rotation spring 

  
5 6 

Remove the encoder by undoing the hexagonal-head 

screw turning anticlockwise 

  Disconnect the flat cable 

  



7 8 

Detach the board from the Nylon spacers To refit the encoder, operate in reverse order 

  
 



   SHEET 016 

   DISTANCE POTENTIOMETER CALIBRATION 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [7] 

Special Functions 

Select [2] 

Machine Self-test 

  

3 

4 

Distance potentiometer calibration check                            

With gauge at rest: Dist between 1000 and 2000                  

 In case of incorrect values proceed with the distance potentiometer calibration 

  
4 5 

Remove the weight tray (see the relative instructions) Leave the gauge in rest position 

 
 



6 7 

Loosen the grub screw that locks the potentiometer 

on the pulley 

Turn the potentiometer shaft using a screwdriver 

holding the pulley firm 

  
8 9 

until reading a value between 1000 and 2000 Tighten the grub screw at the end of adjusting                

Calibrate the automatic distance gauge 

  

  

 



   SHEET 017 

   DIAMETER POTENTIOMETER CALIBRATION 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [7] 

Special Functions 

Select [2] 

Machine Self-test 

  

3 

4 

Diameter potentiometer calibration check                         

 With the gauge pointer on the spindle sleeve Diam: between 1000 and 2000 

In case of incorrect values proceed with the diameter potentiometer calibration 

  

4 5 

Loosen the grub screw that locks the potentiometer 

shaft  

Slightly extract the potentiometer 

  



6 7 

Rest the gauge pointer on the spindle sleeve Adjust by operating on the potentiometer shaft 

  

8 9 

until reading a Diam value  

between 1000 and 2000 

Calibrate the automatic diameter gauge 

 

 

  

 



   SHEET 018 

   WIDTH SONAR CALIBRATION 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [4] 

Calibrations 

Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

3 4 

Select [3] Width With the gauge in rest position, measure the distance 

from the 0 of the distance gauge to the 0 of the width 

sonar 

  
5 6 

Enter the distance measured and press   

[ENTER] to confirm 

Calibration done. 

 

If after calibration the control detects a 

measurement error of more than ½”, repeat 

calibration changing the distance value (tolerance ± 

20 mm with respect to the value measured with a 

rule) until obtaining a correct width value 

 

 



   SHEET 019 

   GAUGE UNIT REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Disconnect and remove from the machine base the 

connectors CN15 (diameter) and CN16 (distance) on 

the power board 

Cut the clip 

  
3 4 

Cut the clip that fastens the diameter potentiometer 

cable located underneath the equalizer sliding bracket 

Mark the position of the gauge bracket and undo the 

2 screws that fasten it to the spindle unit 

  
5 6 

Undo the 2 screws that fasten the gauge support to 

the machine base 

Remove the rod and the potentiometer cables 

  



7 8 

Remove the screws 

 

Gauge unit removed 

Refit operating in reverse order from removal 

  

 



   SHEET 020 

   SPOTTER FUNCTIONING TEST 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the initial screen press [MENU’] then [7] 

Special Functions 

Select 

[2] Machine self-test 

 
 

3 

4 

Select [5] - Spotter       

 

4 

4 

Apply an adhesive weight at any point inside the rim  

Position the gauge roller on the edge of the first adhesive weight (inside) 

Press [ENTER] 

  



5 6 

Return the gauge roller in rest position  The bright spot must coincide with the point 

measured by the gauge roller 

  

 



   SHEET 021 

   SPOTTER AND BOARD REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

SPOTTER UNIT REPLACEMENT 

1 2 

Remove the screws indicated Remove the spotter 

  

3 4 

Remove the screw indicated Disconnect the spotter motor connector 

 
 

5 6 

Disconnect the spotter microswitch connector Disconnect the interior light connector 

  



7 8 

Remove the cables through the hole underneath the 

spindle unit 

Spotter unit 

  

9 10 

LED light Microswitch 

  

11 

4 

 Laser 

 

 



SPOTTER BOARD REPLACEMENT 

12 13 

Disconnect the power supply connector Disconnect the serial output cable 

  

14 15 

Remove the spotter computer board Refit operating in reverse order from removal 

 

 

 



   SHEET 022 

   BELT TENSION ADJUSTMENT 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the weight tray (see the relative instructions) 

There is a hole on the upper side of the spindle unit 

for adjustment of the belt tension 

 

 

3 4 

To increase the belt tension, operate as follows: 

Loosen the two fastening nuts on the upper side of 

the motor 

Insert a screwdriver into the hole and pull the motor 

plate to adjust the belt tension 

 
 

5 

6 

After adjusting the belt tension, retighten the two 

fastening nuts on the upper side of the motor 

 



6 

8 

If possible, check the belt tension with suitable instruments 

  
In service conditions, the belt tension is between 360 and 380 Hz 

When installing a new belt, overtension it up to 420 Hz to recover the natural belt elongation that 

occurs in the first 48 hours 

 



   SHEET 023 

   BELT REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

BELT REPLACEMENT - PNEUMATIC VERSION 

1 2 

Fit the spacer with collar and lock it Access free to remove the encoder 

  

3 4 

Remove the encoder Encoder removed 

  

5 6 

Remove the 4 cylinder plate fastening nuts Leave the cylinder plate released 

 
 



7 8 

Loosen the upper motor fastening nuts up to the end 

of the thread 

Loosen the lower motor fastening nut up to the end 

of the thread 

  

9 10 

Motor loosened to allow pulling out the belt Remove the belt from the pulleys 

  

11 12 

Slide the belt across the cylinder plate Remove the belt 

  

13 

4 

Fit the new belt operating in reverse order from removal 

Continue with belt adjustment (see the relative instructions – Sheet 22) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BELT REPLACEMENT - STANDARD VERSION 

1 2 

Remove the encoder 

(see the relative instructions) 

Slide the belt off the pulley 

 
 

3 4 

Pass the belt between the motor pulley and the box  

 

Belt removed 

Fit the new belt operating in reverse order from 

removal 

 

 
 

5 

2 

Continue with belt adjustment 

(see the relative instructions – Sheet 22) 

 

 



   SHEET 024 

   PROTECTION MICRO TEST AND REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 

2 

Protection microswitch connector on power board 

 
2 3 

Between the brown and blue wires: 0 VDC with guard 

open 

Between the brown and blue wires: 0 VDC with guard 

closed 

  

4 5 

Magnetic sensor located on the base Magnet located on the protection bracket 

 
 

 

 



7 8 

Remove the magnet retaining screw Magnet removed 

 
 

9 10 

Loosen the magnetic sensor retaining screws Magnetic sensor removed 

 
 

Refit operating in reverse order from removal 

 



   SHEET 025 

   PUSHBUTTON STRIP REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Lift the pushbutton strip panel Disconnect the pushbutton strip cable 

  

3 4 

Lift out the pushbutton strip 

 

Replace the pushbutton strip and clean the panel with 

alcohol 

 

  

 



   SHEET 026 

   MONITOR REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Monitor Disconnect the network cable 

  

3 4 

Disconnect the signal cable Remove the 4 monitor retaining screws 

  

Refit operating in reverse order from removal 

 



   SHEET 027 

   POWER BOARD REPLACEMENT  

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Power board Disconnect the width sonar 

  

3 4 

Disconnect the spotter power cable Disconnect the line 

 
 

5 6 

Disconnect the motor Disconnect the transformer 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 8 

Disconnect the 24 VDC power supply Disconnect the protection microswitch 

  

9 10 

Disconnect the diameter potentiometer Disconnect the distance potentiometer 

  

11 12 

Disconnect the signal cable Remove the retaining screws 

  

Refit operating in reverse order from removal 

New calibration is not required when installing a new power board 

 



   SHEET 028 

   RELAY BOARD REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Relay board Disconnect the 24 VDC power supply 

  

3 4 

Disconnect the magnetic brake Disconnect the interior light 

  

5 

4 

Disconnect the signal cable 

 

Fit a new board operating in reverse order from removal. 

New calibration is not required. 

 



   SHEET 029 

   COMPUTER BOARD REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Computer board Disconnect the monitor signal cable 

  

3 4 

Disconnect the encoder cable Disconnect the spotter serial cable 

  

5 6 

Disconnect the computer power cable Disconnect the piezo sensors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 8 

Disconnect the pushbutton strip Remove the computer board 

Refit operating in reverse order from removal 

 

 

 

 



   SHEET 030 

   VDD REMOVAL 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the weight tray 

(see the relative instructions – Sheet 10) 

Remove the encoder 

(see the relative instructions – Sheet 14/Sheet 15) 

  

3 4 

Disconnect the motor connector Disconnect the motor block connector 

 
 

5 6 

Disconnect the interior light connector Disconnect the spotter connectors 

 
 

 

 



7 8 

Disconnect the piezo cables Unscrew the 4 plate locking nuts 

  

9 10 

Remove the plate from the stud bolts 

 

Mark the position of the gauge bracket 

Undo the 2 retaining screws of the gauge bracket 

support 

 
 

11 12 

Remove the 4 nuts that lock the VDD to the base Remove the spindle unit being careful with the cables 

  

 

 



REASSEMBLY 

1 2 

Reposition the spindle unit on the machine being 

careful not to damage the cables and the laser 

Screw on and tighten the 4 VDD fastening nuts 

 
 

3 4 

Reposition the gauge support bracket referring to the 

marks made 

Tighten the 2 retaining screws 

Reconnect the motor connector 

 
 

5 6 

Reconnect the motor block connector Reconnect the spotter connectors 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 8 

Reconnect the piezo sensor cables Position the plate on the stud bolts 

 
 

9 10 

Screw on and tighten the 4 plate fastening nuts 
Refit the encoder 

(see the specific instructions - Sheet 14/Sheet 15) 

 
 

11 12 

 

 

Continue with: 

 

 GAUGE CALIBRATION 

 SPOTTER CALIBRATION 

 SPINDLE RESET 

 WHEEL BALANCER CALIBRATION 

following the relative instructions 

 

 



   SHEET 031 

   CYLINDER UNIT REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Detach the anti-rotation spring  

 
 

Disconnect the flat cable and detach the board from 

the 2 Nylon spacers 

  

3 4 

Disconnect the air supply to the machine and 

remove the Rilsan tube from the union 

Unscrew the 4 nuts on the cylinder striker plate 

 

  

5 6 

Undo the 4 cylinder support retaining screws 

 

"Undo the 3 screws that fasten the cylinder to the 

support" 

 

   



7 8 

Cylinder removed Position the new cylinder in the support and screw 

in the 3 cylinder fastening screws without tightening 

them 

   

9 10 

Screw in the 4 cylinder support retaining screws 

without tightening them 

Tighten the 4 nuts on the cylinder striker plate 

 

 

 

11 12 

Alignment shim 

(code: 22FP85322) 

Fit the shim between the cylinder striker plate and 

the reaction ring 

  

 

 



13 14 

Reconnect the Rilsan tube in the union and 

reconnect the air supply 

 

Do not activate the spindle opening pedal and 

keep your hands away from the moving 

mechanical parts 

Tighten the 4 cylinder support retaining screws and 

the 3 screws that fasten the cylinder to the support 

  

15 16 

Remove the alignment shim 

 

Reconnect the flat cable and reattach the board to 

the 2 Nylon spacers 

  

17 

18 

Reattach the anti-rotation spring 

 

 



   SHEET 032 

   GAS SPRING REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the cylinder unit (see the relative instructions 

- Sheet 31) 

Remove the encoder (see the relative instructions -

Sheet 14/Sheet 15) 

  

3 

4 

Remove the SE terminal 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4 5 

Remove the spring plate ring nut Gas springs released 

  

6 7 

Remove the gas springs Replace the gas springs screwed onto the plate 

  

8 9 

Check that the distance between the reaction ring 

and the adjustable spacer is correct with the bar at 

the end of travel 

Refit the gas springs 

  

 

 



10 11 

Lock the spring plate ring nut Refit the encoder (see the relative instructions) 

 

 

12 

13 

Refit the cylinder unit (see the relative instructions) 

 

 



   SHEET 033 

   MOTOR AND PIEZO SENSOR REPLACEMENT 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the VDD spindle unit 

(sheet 30) 

Unscrew and remove the nut with relative washer 

pack of the static piezo 

 
 

3 4 

Unscrew and remove the nut with relative washer 

pack of the dynamic piezo 

Remove the 4 spindle plate fastening nuts 

 

  

5 6 

Unscrew and remove the tie-rod fastening nut 

 

Remove the static piezo 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 8 

Remove the spindle unit from the box and remove 

the dynamic piezo 

Piezo sensors removed 

  

9 10 

Unscrew the 3 motor fastening nuts 

 

Motor removed 

 

 

11 12 

ASSEMBLY Fit the motor 

Position the plate unit on the box without 

fastening the nuts 

Position the dynamic piezo on the tie-rod and insert 

it in the box making sure that the writing on the 

sensor faces as shown in the figure 

 

 

 

 



   SHEET 034 

   PIEZO INSULATION TEST 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Use a megohmmeter with a full scale of min. 3000 

MΩ  

Test the insulation between the dynamic sensor 

poles between the blue and the yellow wires  

MIN. 2000 MΩ 

  

3 4 

Test the insulation between the dynamic sensor 

poles between the blue and the yellow wires  

MIN. 2000 MΩ 

Test the insulation between the blue wire and the 

machine body MIN. 2000 MΩ 

  

5 6 

Test the insulation between the static sensor poles 

between the white and the yellow wires  

MIN. 2000 MΩ 

Test the insulation between the yellow wire and the 

machine body MIN. 2000 MΩ 

  



7 8 

 

 

Test the insulation between the white wire and the 

machine body MIN. 2000 MΩ 

 

Discharge the piezo sensors before connecting them 

to the electronic circuit 

  

 



  SHEET 035 

  MAGNETIC BRAKE REPLACEMENT AND ADJUSTMENT  

  

   Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Remove the 3 magnet fastening nuts Magnet removed 

 
 

3 4 

Remove the springs and the washers 
Refit the magnet operating in reverse order from 

removal 

 
 

5 6 

Use a 0.2mm thickness gauge Adjust the distance using the 3 self-locking nuts 

 

 

 

 



   SHEET 036 

   MACHINE OSCILLATION TEST 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

From the main screen, press [MENU]  

and then [7] Special functions    

Press [2] Self-diagnostics 

 

  

3 4 

Select the reserved menu [4] Enter the password [1]+[3]+[5]+[7] 

  

5 6 

The automatic spin test is available 

 

Select the number of spins and the waiting time 

between one spin and the next using the arrows 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 

4 

Min: minimum unbalance value measured 

Max: maximum unbalance value measured 

Var: maximum variation measured 

Tolerance: maximum 3g on at least 20 spins 

A possible cause of excessive oscillation is the belt, therefore continue with: 

Belt tension adjustment (Sheet 22) 

Belt replacement (Sheet 23) 

 

 



   SHEET 037 

   FUNCTIONAL AND PRECISION TEST 

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

TIGHTNESS CHECK  

 1 2 

Thoroughly clean the shaft terminal Check tightness of the terminal 

  

3 4 

Check the position of the ball with BP engaged Check the position of the ball with BP released 

  

5 6 

With BP engaged, the ball must cover the entire travel 

available. The position shown below is NOT OK! 

Correctly tighten the terminal 

according to the relative instructions 

With BP engaged, check with a spacer cone and 

relative collar that it slides smoothly up to the end of 

travel 

 

 

  



GAUGE PRECISION TEST 

 
7 8 

Mount a wheel of average dimensions (e.g. 

6.5”x15”) 

Measure the dimensions in automatic mode 

Check the accuracy of the measurements on the 

manual dimensions screen 

Distance = value measured + 5mm 

 

 
 

9 10 

Diameter = Nominal + ½” 

 

 

Width = + 1/4" 

                                 

 

 
 

 

 



WHEEL BALANCER CALIBRATION TEST  

11 12 

Balance the wheel under test as best you can Apply a 60g weight on the outside 

 

Unbalance value indication: Tol. 5% 

  

13 14 

Angular position indication at 6 o’clock: Tol. + 3° 

 

Remove the 60g weight from the outside and apply it 

on the inside 

 

Unbalance value indication: Tol. 5% 

 
 

15 

16 

Angular position indication at 6 o’clock: Tol. + 3° 

 



SHAFT CENTRING AND BALANCING PRECISION TEST 

  
16 17 

Balance the wheel under test as best you can 

 

Release the BP spindle and turn the wheel 180° 

 

 

18 

16 

With a metal rim in good conditions, the unbalance values should normally remain within 10g per side 

 

 

 



   SHEET 038 

   GUARD ASSEMBLY  

  

    Model: M820-M820P (B) 

1 

2 

Guard assembled for packing 

  

2 3 

Pull slightly outward Stop when the 2 catch holes are in position 

  

4 5 

Fit the 2 screws provided Fit the microswitch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6 7 

Fit the base of the magnetic microswitch Open the guard 

  

8 9 

Pull the cord for the spring Attach the spring 

  

10 

5 

Remove the column retaining screws used for packaging 

 

11 

5 

Fit the column into place 

 

 

 

 



12 13 

Connect the width sonar connector Guard assembled 

  

 



   SHEET 039 

   POWER LAYOUT DIAGRAM 
 

  

   Model: M820-M820P (B) 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 



   SHEET 040 

   TERMINAL BP ASSEMBLY 
 

  

   Model: M820-M820P (B) 

 

 



 

 

 

 



   SHEET 041 

   GAS SPRINGS EFFICIENCY TEST 
 

  

   Model: M820-M820P (B) 

 

 

 



   SHEET 042 

   SOFTWARE UPDATE VIA USB DEVICE 

  

    Model:  M820-M820P (B) 

1 2 

Install the FM WinLoader program on the PC 

(provided with the installation instructions) 

 

Connect the USB cable between the PC and 

the Loader and start the FM WinLoader 

program 

 

   

3 4 

Press the button  and select the 

file to be loaded 

Set the COM port to AUTO DETECT 

 

 
 

5 6 

Press the button . 

The preselected software will be loaded  

Disconnect the Loader 

 

 



7 8 

Connect the Loader to the wheel balancer 

computer board on CN16 

(the machine must be off) 

 If CN16 is used by another plug, remove it 

Turn on the machine. 

The software is automatically loaded. 

 
 

9 10 

When loading is complete, turn off the 

machine 

Disconnect the Loader 

 
 

11 

4 

Initialize the board (see the relative instructions) 

Proceed with the gauges calibration and 

the wheel balancer calibration 

(see the relative instructions) 
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